Gene-specific DNA repair of interstrand cross-links induced by chemotherapeutic agents can be preferential.
The gene-specific formation and repair of interstrand cross-links (ICL) were measured in the dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) gene in hamster cells. Cells were treated with two different chemotherapeutic agents, nitrogen mustard and cisplatin, and the frequency of cross-links was quantified in the active gene and in a downstream, inactive region. About 5% of total lesions induced by these agents were ICL. Whereas the frequencies of cross-links formed were similar in the gene and in the noncoding region after cisplatin treatment, there were more nitrogen mustard-induced cross-links in the inactive region than in the active gene. At low levels of cross-linking, we found preferential DNA repair in the active gene as compared to the inactive region. At higher levels of cross-linking, there was no difference in repair rates between the gene and the noncoding region due to an increase in the repair efficiency in the inactive DNA. Implications of fine structural organization of cross-link repair are discussed.